
 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

Manor Primary School 
 Subject: Year 3 MFL - French 

Autumn Term: Moi (all about me) 
Jeux et chansons 

Overview of the Learning: 
In this unit the children will be introduced to the French language and begin to learn how to talk simply in French. The children will learn to introduce themselves, greet others and say 
how they are. They begin to respond to and ask questions about name and age. They begin to recognise some letter names in French. They discuss linguistic diversity within their class. 
They understand that French is spoken in France and elsewhere. 

Core Aims  
Provide children with:  

 understand and respond to spoken and written language from a variety of 
authentic sources. 

 speak with increasing confidence, fluency and spontaneity, finding ways of 
communicating what they want to say, including through discussion and asking 
questions, and continually improving the accuracy of their pronunciation and 
intonation. 

 can write at varying length, for different purposes and audiences, using the 
variety of grammatical structures that they have learnt. 

 discover and develop an appreciation of a range of writing in the language 
studied. 

Pupils should be taught to: 

 listen attentively to spoken language and show understanding by joining in and 
responding 

 explore the patterns and sounds of language through songs and rhymes and link the 
spelling, sound and meaning of words 

 engage in conversations; ask and answer questions; express opinions and respond to 
those of others; seek clarification and help* 

 speak in sentences, using familiar vocabulary, phrases and basic language structures 

 develop accurate pronunciation and intonation so that others understand when they 
are reading aloud or using familiar words and phrases* 

 present ideas and information orally to a range of audiences* 

 read carefully and show understanding of words, phrases and simple writing 

 appreciate stories, songs, poems and rhymes in the language 

 broaden their vocabulary and develop their ability to understand new words that are 
introduced into familiar written material, including through using a dictionary 

 write phrases from memory, and adapt these to create new sentences, to express ideas 
clearly 

 describe people, places, things and actions orally and in writing 

 understand basic grammar, including (where relevant): feminine, masculine and 
neuter forms and the conjugation of high-frequency verbs; key features and 
patterns of the language; how to apply these, for instance, to build sentences; and 
how these differ from or are similar to English. 

 



 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

Expectations 

 introduce themselves, greet others and say how they are.  

 respond to and ask questions about name and age.  

 recognise some letter names in French.  

 discuss linguistic diversity within their class.  
 understand that French is spoken in France and elsewhere. 

Outcomes 
Children will: 

 listen to and explore sounds, joining in with single sounds and phrases 

 show my understanding of what is being said by responding to words, phrases and simple questions appropriately  

 listen to new vocabulary and make sensible predictions  

 speak using simple single words, phrases and short sentences 

 ask a question using a simple question structure  

 begin to use some of the basic language structures I have been taught   

 read and understand single words in a familiar context and match the sound to print  

 begin to pick out key words and phrases from a familiar text 

 use simple words to add labels  
Cross Curricular links: 
 
History – Life for children living in WW11 links to France, key leaders and the impact on children 

Art and Design – Portraits and Vincent Van Gogh  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

Learning Objectives Suggested Learning Opportunities  Resources  

 

 To be able to say 
hello and good bye in French 

 Recognise some 
familiar words in written 
form. 
 
 

Greetings and name 
 

Introduce “Bonjour” (mime shaking a hand), “Je m’appelle …” 
(point to self) and “Au revoir” (mime waving goodbye) – a glove puppet can also be used. Pupils repeat 

“répétez” phrases with mimes, as a whole class “toute la classe”, then in pairs “avec un/une partenaire”, then 
individually – either ask for volunteers “des volontaires”, or throw a soft ball to an individual, who can, 
after they have performed, throw the ball to another pupil. 
Suggested learning opportunities 
1. Introduce poem “Deux petits oiseaux” (Two little dickie birds) orally, with mimes to illustrate 
meaning. 
Deux/ petits/ oiseaux – hold up two index fingers/   
                                       indicate small with fingers/ wave  
                                       arms to show flying. 
Assis/ sur une branche – lower hands to indicate   
                                        sitting/ draw an imaginary  
                                           branch in the air  
Je m’appelle Fifi – put “Fifi” finger puppet on one index  
                              finger and wiggle. 
Je m’appelle Blanche – put “Blanche” finger puppet on  
                                      other index finger and wiggle. 
Bonjour Fifi – pretend to shake hands with “Fifi”. 
Bonjour Blanche – pretend to shake hands with  
                               “Blanche” 
Au revoir Fifi – hide a waving “Fifi” behind back. 
Au revoir Blanche – hide a waving Blanche behind back. 
Teacher elicits the English meaning of each word/phrase. 

Hand out 2 finger puppet templates per pupil (Resource 1.1). Pupils write “écrivez” the names “Fifi” and 
“Blanche” on the templates, fold “pliez” and stick together “collez” with glue or sticky tape. 
Pupils repeat poem line by line, doing the actions. 

- split the class into two halves – each repeats alternate lines, then swops “changez”. 

- Put the pupils into pairs, “Partenaire A” and “Partenaire B” – each partner starting to 
say alternate lines with the teacher. 
Teacher mimes one sentence of the poem, while the whole class says it – gradually building up, a sentence at 
a time, to miming the whole poem while the pupils say the words. 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resourc
es-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3 
 
Espresso videos 
 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3
https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3


 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

Teacher puts the different lines of the poem on the OHP, in random order, while reading them out aloud. 
Pupils either come up and put the lines in the correct order or suggest the correct numbers and so recreate the 
poem in written version. The whole class then says the poem while reading the words (OHT 1.2a / OHT 1.2). 

Teacher may want to note similarities between English and French words 

 (branch – branche).  

To say what you are called 
in French 
To ask others what they are 
called in French 
To identify a question word 
in French  
 

Names 
 

Whole class repeats the poem from Lesson 1 “Deux petits oiseaux”. To reinforce “Je m’appelle …” (point to 
self) the teacher throws a soft ball to individuals, asking the question “Comment t’appelles-tu?” and 
encouraging a response. 
 
Suggested Learninng opportunities 
1. Teacher says, and pupils repeat, the question “Comment t’appelles-tu?” Teacher says each individual 
word and claps out the syllables for pupils to repeat - “Comment  -  t’appelles  -  tu?”  Teacher  shows the 
OHT of the question (OHT 2.2) and asks pupils to identify the question word “Comment”, come up and 
underline it. This time, when repeating the question, pupils will draw a question mark in the air when they 
say the question word “Comment” and spread out fingers of one hand when saying the other words 
“t’appelles-tu”. 
2. Teacher sets a kitchen timer and passes it around the room – like Pass the Parcel – while pupils 
chant and mime “Comment t’appelles-tu?” When the timer rings, the pupil holding it will answer the question 
with “Je m’appelle …” 
3. Pupils make a name card. Teacher hands out a piece of A4 card, which the pupils fold lengthways 
“pliez”. On the front they write “Je m’appelle” + their first name. They will then decorate the front of the 
card with images of France – eg: food;sights;famous people;cars etc. On the back of the card they will 
throughout the year collect French words which start with the same letter as their name – eg: if their name 
is Sarah they will write “s” pour … and add later words such as 
six; septembre; stylo  etc 
Teacher shows flashcards or OHT’s of famous people through slow reveal. Teacher asks “Comment t’appelles-
tu?” and pupils guess identity of famous person as soon as they can by saying “Je m’appelle … David 
Beckham” etc (OHTs 2.3a, 3b, 3c, 3d) 
Other suggested learning opportunities 
1. Pass around a bag with pictures of a variety of famous people/characters. When the music stops, 
the person holding the bag picks out a picture, shows it to the class and says who they are, “Je m’appelle 
…Mickey Mouse” etc 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resourc
es-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3 
 

Espresso videos 

Language: 
Je m’appelle – I am called 
Comment t’appelles-tu? – What are 
you called? 
 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3
https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3


 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

2. Play Noughts and Crosses “Morpion” with 9 of the above images pinned to the board. Split class into 

two teams – Équipe A et Équipe B: “équipe A, vous êtes X; équipe B, vous êtes O.” To gain a square, pupils 
have to say “je m’appelle” + name of character in square. The aim is to get 3 squares in a row. 
3. Play Find your partner “Trouves ton/ta partenaire” – give each person a card with one half of a 
famous partnership. They have to circulate the class to find their partner, using the conversation: “Bonjour. 
Je m’appelle David Beckham. Comment t’appelles-tu?” If it’s not their partner they say “Au revoir”. When 
they find their partner, they say  “Bonjour” and both report to teacher, who will either give them a new card 
or ask them to sit down “Asseyez-vous!” (Resource 2.1) 
4. Introduce “Tu t’appelles comment?” song to the tune of “Baa, Baa, Black Sheep”. Focus on the 
different positions of the question word – “Tu t’appelles comment? / “Comment t’appelles-tu?” – using the 
miming technique from Activity 1. Whole class sings and mimes to song, while teacher points to individuals to 
sing or say their own name. Introduce French names – elicit names in blue are boys and those in red girls. 
Discuss differences between French names and English equivalents – especially pronunciation and spelling. Sing 
whole song, perhaps boys standing when singing the boy’s names etc, or whole class singing boy’s names in low 
voices and girl’s names in high voices (OHT 2.4) 
 
Teacher invites one pupil to the front of the room (un/une volontaire?) and holds up one of the famous 
people flashcards behind their head, so that the rest of the class can see. Individuals in the class ask the 
question “Comment t’appelles-tu?” and the volunteer at the front must guess who they are. If they get it 
wrong, another individual asks, and so on, until they guess correctly. When they get the right answer, they 
swap places with the person who has asked the question.   

to use some French greetings 
to ask how someone is 
to say how you are  
  

Greetings 
Starter: Give all pupils a card with a picture or the name of a famous person/character (Lesson 2 - 
Resource 2.1 or pictures from Follow-on Activity 1 ). Teacher has a short conversation with individuals 
“Bonjour. Comment t’appelles-tu? Au revoir” Then pupils do the same in pairs. 
Teacher says different questions and pupils mime to them, drawing question marks in the air etc (Activity 1, 

Lesson 2): “Comment t’appelles-tu?”; “Tu t’appelles comment?”; “Comment tu t’appelles?”; “Comment ça va?” 
– elicit meaning. 

Suggested Learning Opportunities 
1. Introduce vocabulary using mime: 
Bonjour – shake hand moving it upwards (sun rising) 
Bonsoir – shake hand moving it down (sun setting) 
Bonne nuit – hands together at side of head (sleeping) 
Salut - salute 
Comment ça va? – draw question mark in air 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resourc
es-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3 

Espresso videos and dictionary 

 

Language: 
Bonsoir! – Good evening! 
Bonne nuit! – Good night! 
Salut! – Hi! / Bye! 

Comment ça va? – How are you? 

Ça va bien, merci! – I’m well, thank 
you! 

Comme-ci, comme ça! – So, so! 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3
https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3


 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

Ça va bien, merci – thumb up 
Comme-ci, comme ça – hand outstretched, moving  
Ça va mal – thumb down 
Au revoir – wave goodbye 
À tout à l’heure – point to watch 
Teacher says phrase and does mime – pupils repeat 
Teacher says phrases and does mime, pupils only repeat if it’s true 
Teacher says phrase, pupils mime 
Teacher does mime, pupils say phrase 
Play “Jacques a dit” (Simon said) 
2. Introduce OHT cut-outs of mimes (Resource 3.1) – play “Qu’est-ce qui manque?” – put all cut-outs 
on OHT, tell class to “Fermez les yeux!” (close eyes) and remove one. Tell class to “Ouvrez les yeux!” (open eyes) 

and guess which one. Class can be split into 2 teams “Équipe A” and “Équipe B” 
Play the song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LBUrvgZunY 

Recap 2 questions met so far “Comment ça va?” and “Comment t’appelles-tu?” Pupils mime to the rap, then 
mime and sing along 
 
Using words from the song and espresso dictionary, children create conversations 

Ça va mal! – Not good! 

À tout à l’heure! – See you later! 

 

To recognise some family 
words in French 
To introduce family 
members 
 
 

Family 
Starter:Revise  “Comment t’appelles-tu?” from L.2.Ask  the children if they can think of another word 
containing the u 
 Sound (salut). 
 
Suggested learning opportunities: 
1 Introduce family members using flashcards of a famous family (,Simpsons family)(resource4.1). 
Using pictures point to one family member and say Bonjour, je m’appelle…(Hello , I am called…)Encourage 
the class to add the character’s name by hesitating or by the tone of your voice.Repeat with the remaining 
pictures. 
Take on the role of one of the characters and list your family members,eg Je m’appelle Lisa Simpson.Voici 
mon père, voici ma mère,voici mon frère, voici ma soeur.Here is my father,here is my mother,here is my 
brother, here is my sister..(explain meaning of voici) 

You could introduce mimes for each of the characters.Strong man arms (Père),hands on hips (Mère),skiping 

with rope (soeur),skate boarding (frère). 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resourc
es-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3 

Espresso videos and dictionary 

Language: 

Voici mon père-here is my dad 

Voici ma mère- here is my mum 

Voici mon frère-here is my brother 
Voici ma soeur-here is my sister 
Ma famille-my family 

Je te présente-I introduce you to 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_LBUrvgZunY
https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3
https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3


 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

2.Reinforce using”Qu’est-ce qui manque?” Put flash cards on the board .Tell children to Fermez les yeux 
(close your eyes).Remove a card from the board and the children have to guess correctly which card is 
missing.This can be done as a team game. 
2..Play song  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ruhed15GvTw 
  
Play song again, and children do mimes for words when they hear those words in the song. Repeat several 
times until they can start to put some of the words in themselves. 
 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFk9YmJv-jc 
 
 

To count up to 12 in French 
 

 

Number 1 -12 
Starter: Introduce numbers 0 – 12 using flashcards or number fans or power-point: choral repetition; only 
repeat if it’s true etc (Resource 5.1) 
Suggested learning opportunities 
1. Teacher calls out numbers at random – if it’s an even number the pupils remain seated, if it’s an 
odd number they stand up. 
 
2. “Eliminez” – the class all stands and counts from 0-12 over and over, each individual saying a 
number. Every time the numbers 5 and 10 are said, that pupil sits down – and so on until the whole class is 
seated. 
 
3. Teacher throws a bean bag, saying any number – the pupil who catches it says the next number in 
sequence 
    
    4. In pairs pupils practise numbers to six by throwing a                                              die and 
saying the number. They can then practice throwing 2 die , adding the 2 numbers and saying it in French. 
 
5. Introduce the song “Dix dans un lit”, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYx3Dc-mnSE 
Pupils stand together in groups of 10. Pupils sing along and mime to the song - when “poussez-vous!” is said, 
one pupil sits down. 
“six au lit” – (mime sleeping) 
“et le petit dit” – (mime small and speaking) 
“poussez-vous!” – (mime pushing) 
“Bonne nuit!” – (mime sleeping) 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resourc
es-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3 

Espresso videos and dictionary 

Language: 

zéro - zero 
un - one 
deux - two 
trois - three 
quatre - four 
cinq - five 
six - six 
sept - seven 
huit - eight 
neuf - nine 
dix - ten 
onze - eleven 
douze - twelve 
+ plus - add 
+ moins - subtract 
+ au lit – in a bed + et le petit dit – 
and the little one says 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ruhed15GvTw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MFk9YmJv-jc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uYx3Dc-mnSE
https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3
https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3


 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

Further learning opportunities: 
1. Place flashcards on floor or board – ask pupils to come up and “cherchez 9” etc 
2. Round the world – one pupil challenges another by standing behind their chair. Teacher poses a 
simple sum – the first to answer moves behind the chair of the next pupil, and sees how many places he can 
move 
3. “Loto!”  
4. The children could practice reading the number words by playing pelmanism (resource 5.3) 
 

+ poussez-vous - move over+ pousse-toi 
– move over + plus personne – no one 
else 

 

To say your age and ask 
others how old they are 
 
 
 
 

Age 

Starter: Recap numbers 1 – 12 silently mouthing a number and asking pupils to guess the number.  
Suggested learning opportunities: 
1. Introduce age through birthday cake flashcards: “J’ai cinq ans” – then see if pupils can 
work out how to say the next two flashcards: “J’ai six ans”; “J’ai sept ans”. Finally see if pupils can guess the 

final flashcard by asking the question “Quel âge as-tu?” and eliciting the response “J’ai huit ans”. (Resource 
6.1) 

 you may choose to leave  the flashcard “J’ai trois ans “ until, as it may involve an 
explanation of the sounded “s” in “trois” 
 
2. Practise the phrases through choral repetition and hiding a flashcard and getting pupils to 
guess which one “Qu’est-ce que je cache?” – a team game opportunity 
 
3. Pairs -  saying their age and asking their neighbour their age: “J’ai dix ans. et toi?” Second 
time around add the word “moi” – “Moi, j’ai dix ans …et toi?” 
 

4.  Introduce the question “Quel âge as-tu?” with the flashcard (Resource 6.2). Encourage pupils to compare 
this question with another they have met: “Comment t’appelles-tu?” Ask pupils to identify the question word in 
both – “Quel” and “Comment” – repeat each question drawing a question mark in the air when they say 
each question. Encourage pupils to find other similarities:- both verbs end in “s” (which is silent); both have 
“tu” at the end. 

              5.Pairs - , this time pupils     ask the full question:- “(moi),j’ai dix ans .. quel âge as-tu?” 
 
            6.Cocktail activity (Resource 6.3). Each pupil is given a card with the name and age of a person. 
They have to find the people who have the same card as themselves and thereby get themselves into age 

groups. They do this by asking “Quel âge as-tu?” 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resourc
es-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3 

Espresso videos and dictionary 

 

Language Required: 
Numbers from lesson 5 
J’ai…ans   I am …old 
Moi – me 
Et toi – and you 

Quel âge as-tu ? How old are you ? 

 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3
https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3


 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

Teacher throws a ball to someone in the class and asks them the question “Quel âge as-tu?” – They answer 
and throw to someone else. This could be extended to other questions met so far: “Comment t’appelles-tu?”; 

“Comment ça s’écrit?”; “Comment ça va?” 
Further learning opportunities 
Follow on activities:  
1. Using the cards from Cocktail activity (Resource 6.3), teacher gives each pupil a card and plays some 
music. Pupils wander around the classroom and when the music stops they have to ask the person/people next 
to them a question relating to the card. The teacher will have said what the question is before they started 

wandering. Possible questions are: “Comment t’appelles-tu?”; “Comment ça s’écrit?”; “Quel âge as-tu?”; 

“Comment ça va?” 
2. Board game (Resource 6.4). Pupils play in groups of 4. The aim is to be the first to get to the end 
of the board, but if they land on a picture square they must say their age – there are some danger squares 
and some lucky squares as well! 
3. Look at how question formation can be changed and the position of the question word – compare 

“Comment t’appelles-tu?” and “Tu t’appelles comment?” (Lesson 2) to “Quel âge as-tu?” and “Tu as quel 

âge?”  
4. Hold a number flashcard above a pupils head – they must try to guess how old they are. Pupils in 

the class ask “Quel âge as-tu?” – Pupil guesses “J’ai trois ans” etc.  

 

to talk about activities you 
are good or bad at  ,both in 
and out of school 
to respond with a short 
phrase, action, or oui /non  
to questions about activities; 
use praise words. 
 
 

Look at me 

Starter: Ask the children how they are: “Comment ça va ?” to elicit the responses ; ça va bien ,très bien or 
mal.Ask the children to work out how you would say ;good, very good or bad from these sentences. Explain 
that you are going to be learning some verbs to say what activities you do.  See if the children know what 

kind of words good, very good and bad are when used to describe the verbs. 
Suggested learning opportunities: 
1.Introduce some activities you are good at  using flashcards; je nage ,je lis, je chante, je danse, je joue au 
football.(I swim, I read, I sing, I dance, I play football.) 
2. Say the phrases again and ask children to make up simple actions for the verbs. Then children repeat 
after you with actions. 
3. Play Jacques a dit. 
4. Ask individual children to perform the action when you say the phrase. Place some flashcards on the wall 
around the room with praise words on. Use these words to congratulate the children on their mimes. bravo, 
super, chouette, fantastique. 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resourc
es-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3 

Espresso videos and dictionary 

 
Language: 
je nage-I swim 
je lis –I read 
je danse – I danse 
je chante –I sing 
je joue au football-I play football 
bien – well 

très bien – very well 
mal – badly 

https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3
https://lightbulblanguages.co.uk/resources-pr-fr-schemeofwork.htm#y3


 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

5. Ask the children the question, Tu nages? (do you swim) (Drawing a ? in the air to show it is a question)to 
elicit the response oui (nod the head) / non (shake the head). Repeat with other verbs. 
5. Extend the sentence to je nage bien etc (I swim well?)(Putting thumb in the air to demonstrate bien).Ask the 
children where they have heard the word bien before and what it means. Ask the children to do their mimes 
again but this time to exaggerate them a little bit more. 
 6. Ask the children if they can work out how to say” very well” if they think back to the feelings lesson. 

Très bien (put both thumbs in the air).The children can then practice the sentences again and exaggerate 
their mimes even more. 
7. Ask children if they can work out how to say “bad” mal, ( put both thumbs down),children can practice 
sentences again , doing appropriate mime. 
8. Practice the 4 ways of talking about the activities.   
Ask 1 child the question, Tu nages? (do you swim)  (drawing a ? in the air to show it is a question).The child 
has to mime his response either je nage (simple mime),je nage bien(more exaggerated) je nage tres bien(very 
exaggerated), or je nage mal.  Encourage the rest of the class to use the praise words and then to work out 
what he is miming. This could be done as a team game 
 
Chaise chaude. One child comes to the front and sits on the hot seat. The rest of the class ask him what he 
has learnt today. The child says the phrases he can remember and each time he says one the class praises him 

with the new words. After each phrase the teacher asks the class to put their hand up if they know the 

phrase bien , très bien,mal 
Further learning opportunities: 
Play Jacques a dit using all of the mimes. 
Split the class in 2 and get one half to shout at the other Tu nages bien?(drawing a ? in the air)The other 
half must shout back oui je nage bien and do the correct mime. The first halfthen shout one of the praise 
words that the teacher is pointing at. They keep doing this with the different phrases. 

 

bravo 
super 
chouette 
fantastique 
tu nages - you swim 
Tu lis – you read 
Tu danses – you danse 
Tu chantes – you sing 
Tu joues  - you play 

 

to understand and take 
part in some simple party 
games. 
 

Party games 
Suggested learning opportunities: 
1. Play Musical statues using verbs from Section 1.  Play the music and when it stops, call out a sentence, eg 
Je nage bien. The children freeze as a statue to show the verb. 
2. Play the game again and, when you call out a sentence, show a large text card at the same time. 
3. Play the game Stations by placing the text cards around the room. Read them out to the children as you 
stick them on to the walls .Play the music. When it stops, children choose one of the cards to stand next to. 
Using a second smaller set of cards, asks a child to choose and read one out. All children standing next to 
that sentence card are out. 

 



 

 
                                                                                                                                                                      

4. Play pass the parcel .Put small text cards in a feely bag and play some music. Children (sitting in a circle) 
pass the bag around and, when the music stops, the child with the bag pulls out a card, reads it out and 
chooses another child to mime the action. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


